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[9 Together, they produced work of a quality that neither had been able to achieve alone. Steve had a knack for telling a compelling story with the facts. He knew which facts and points of law were most important, but his structure was not always clear. Andy, in contrast, had a strong grasp of organization. He understood how to arrange the law and facts in the most logical order, but his writing style needed improvement. By working together, they each learned about writing in a way that improved their later individual work. 5 As another benefit of working collaboratively, the former strangers became close friends.
Over the past two years at Northwestern, the Communication and Legal Reasoning ("CLR") faculty, 6 with the full support of the law school administration, has dramatically increased the integration of both cooperative and collaborative learning (often jointly termed "group" work) 7 into the CLR curriculum. This culminated in the CLR faculty's adoption of graded, co-authored writing assignments: a memo in the 2000-2001 academic year and both a memo and an appellate brief in 2001-2002. 8 This Article traces the theory and practice behind our use of collaborative work at Northwestern. Section I summarizes the academic theory underlying the use of collaborative work, including the pedagogical and other benefits for students and faculty. Section II addresses our use of graded and ungraded cooperative and collaborative work-both inside and outside of the classroom-and how this work provides students with a context for the graded collaborative writing they perform later in the semester. Section III focuses on our methods with respect to the collaboratively written graded assignments. In Section IV, we report the results of our survey of the students' collaborative writing experience. Finally, in Section V, we look to the future 188
[9 that flow from cooperative and collaborative learning directly coincide with our legal writing teaching goals. Cooperative qtnd collaborative work benefit both students and teachers. The student-focused benefits include building judgment, increasing analytical ability, gaining greater subject matter understanding, sparking genuine, life-long subject matter interest, and easing anxiety, worry, and fear. 13 Teachers also benefit from cooperative and collaborative learning. These benefits include enabling students to work with others toward common goals, increasing student class participation and subject matter interest, and keeping students on task. 14 
A. A Definitional Framework
Cooperative and collaborative learning share many common points, but are theoretically distinct. Cooperative learning focuses on individual mastery of the subject through group work. Cooperative learning involves a structured framework for the group work in which the teacher defines the students' roles, tasks, and responsibilities, as well as the form of the final product. However, each student individually produces the final product. Thus, cooperative learning is group work with a shared goal; this creates the foundation for each student to then create his or her own final work product, which is individually evaluated. 15 In contrast, collaborative learning focuses on group work toward a unified final project that is all or partially group-produced and all or partially group-graded. In a collaborative project, group members negotiate tasks, roles, and responsibilities. In essence, the goal of collaborative learning is a group project in which the group process will produce a better final product through the 13 See e.g. Johnson et al., supra n. 12, at 38-41 (achievement), 41-42 (critical thinking), 42 (attitude towards subject area), 42-44 (interpersonal relations), 44-46 (social and emotional support), 46-47 (student retention), 48-51 (peer relationships), 51-52 (psychological adjustment), 52 (accuracy of perspective), 52-54 (self-esteem); Robert E. Slavin, Cooperative Learning: Theory, Research, , 62-63 (peer academic support) (2d ed., Allyn & Bacon 1995) .
14 See e.g. Slavin, supra n. 13, at 64 (staying on task), 65 (liking class and school). 15 68-69 (1990) . students' discourse. 16 Thus, cooperative and collaborative learning are not completely distinct, but rather "more like an arbor of vines growing in parallel, crossing, or intertwined." 17 
B. The Theory
The academic justification for both pedagogies comes not just from educational philosophy 18 but also from areas as diverse as cognitive psychology, 19 social psychology, 20 and humanist and feminist pedagogy. 21 The confluence of these disciplines, often labeled constructivist or social constructionist theory, is highlighted by the works of Jerome Bruner, John Dewey, Karen Burke LeFevre, Jean Piaget, and Lev Vygotsky. 22 It is based on 16 Kenneth Bruffee, Collaborative Learning and the <( Conversation of Mankind," 46 College English 635, 640, 642 (1984) 24 and social interaction and conversation are necessary in the learning process as well, not just to achieve learning but to maximize that learning.
While lectures dominate traditional education, cooperative and collaborative pedagogies, in contrast, have shown that students often learn better indirectly from teachers (through constructed group work) and directly from other students (in the discourse associated with that group work).
25
Kenneth Bruffee spells out the underlying theory in a more logical fashion. "To the extent that thought is internalized conversation, then, any effort to understand how we think requires us to understand the nature of conversation; and any effort to understand conversation requires us to understand the nature of community life that generates and maintains conversation." 26 Thus, an inherent power exists in conversations our students generate. To use the power of conversation, then, we have to encourage a classroom community that allows this conversation to start, flourish, and persist.
In addition, group work reaches a broader range of students than traditional teaching methods, reaching across race, gender, class, and learning style differences. 27 These pedagogies work because students, through the conversation, are more actively engaged with the material. The cooperative and collaborative pedagogies have been proven successful in a wide range of disciplines.
28 They are not exclusive to particular fields, however, Update, 5 Rhetoric Rev. 71 (Fall 1986 A legal writing course, like other writing courses, offers a genuinely strong environment in which to spur this knowledgecreating conversation and use these vibrant pedagogies.
29 As Bruffee notes, "Our task must involve engaging students in conversation among themselves at as many points in both the writing and the reading process as possible." 30 We must guide them through these conversations keeping in mind not only what we want them to cover substantively, but also how we want them to express their analytical conclusions.
31 This is so because "[t]he way they talk with each other determines the way they will think and the way they will write."
32
The hundreds of studies on group work identify very real pedagogical benefits.
33 Figure 1 , below, categorizes these benefits 429211, 1999 Figure 1 are to studies that show the existence of the particular benefit, not the categorization of that benefit by the studies' Authors. The categorizations are our own. 60 To be sure, weaknesses exist. Primary among the weaknesses is student fear of a free-riding partner, a group member who does not do his or her fair share of the work. See Slavin, supra n. 11, at 19 (discussing problem). Another common potential problem is schedule conflicts that prevent students from coordinating and carrying out their work together. These problems can be addressed by setting a positive class tone toward group work, building up the group work over time, and making the work divisible such that responsibility can be distributed.
FIGURE 1 Benefits of Collaborative and Cooperative Learning
Slavin, supra n. 13 (addressing "diffusion of responsibility" and grading techniques to raise individual accountability); see generally infra § III(B). Cooperative and collaborative learning may be problematic in settings in which large class size limits the effectiveness of professors in overseeing all groups or groups taught by teaching assistants. Cooperative and collaborative learning may also be
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C. Potential Group Applications: A General View
Our examination of cooperative and collaborative learning in the classroom begins generally, and then moves to the legal writing classroom in particular. Active classroom environments using group work engage students in solving problems, use visual formats, teach learning through exploration, and allow for better assessment of students' performance. 61 In these environments, cooperative and collaborative group learning dominate as students work primarily in groups. 62 An examination of these classrooms finds many other interesting curricular characteristics as well. The curriculum is presented as a whole, and the pursuit of student questions is highly valued. The activities rely heavily on primary sources of data and manipulative materials, students are viewed as thinkers with emerging theories about the world, and teachers generally behave in an interactive manner mediating the environment for students. Teachers seek the students' points of view for use in subsequent lessons, and assessment of student learning is interwoven with teaching as teachers observe students at work as well as student exhibitions and portfolios. 63 Many of these curricular characteristics are found in the legal writing classroom as well: Legal writing classes typically are small, and professors commonly assign students to work in groups on oral or written exercises. These activities result in active learning and foster a strong sense of community.
Recent literature identifies curricular areas in which group work commonly is used at many educational levels, including law school. These areas include brainstorming and idea generation, problem solving, role playing, research, citation, peer review, conferences, writing, and even assessment. 64 64 In general graduate education, the literature also provides more specific examples including essays, Paulson, supra n. 33, at 1137, problem solving, id., in-class questions to answer, id., unstructured, multiple response tasks, Rinehart, supra n. 31, at 223, and research, Hurley et al., supra n. 33, at 134. Many students already use these methods in study groups. Kovac, supra n. 33, at 121 (he encouraged his chemistry students to form study groups and found them replicating these groups in other classes). For the most recent of these curricular areas in the law school context reveals great advantages for the legal writing classroom. First, faculty can use brainstorming and idea generation in class to focus students' thoughts on the subject matter at hand. Faculty can also assign students to brainstorm as an out-of-class exercise; for example, student groups can be assigned to generate ideas for appellate brief arguments. Next, problem solving often involves short written work in which groups may have to answer a question, develop a set of rules, develop an argument, or draft a portion of a larger written document. For example, on a memo assignment, groups can draft a rule synthesis or draft an outline. Similarly, while working on a brief, groups can draft point headings, draft questions presented, and draft or edit a statement of facts.
Role-playing typically involves taking sides on a case. From there, groups can present opposing perspectives on the facts, simulate oral advocacy, or even re-enact Supreme Court oral arguments. On research and citation assignments, student groups can complete exercises, as well as complete research pertinent to their memorandum or brief assignments. Professors may hold group conferences to cover brainstorming, research, and outlines, as well as writing.
Finally, students may work collaboratively at any and every stage in the process of writing a legal document: issue development, brainstorming, research, outlining, writing, editing, rewriting, critiquing, and proofreading. Further, collaborative writing can occur on any assignment, whether it be a memo (or any part of one, for example the statement of facts) or a brief (or any part of one, such as one argument in a brief). Even if students write individually, they can enhance their learning through peer review. Peer review can occur on any written assignment and can be done through a read aloud, exchange and critique in class, or more formal critiques (taken home and written). 65 There are several competing approaches to peer review. For example, one approach is to start peer review early in the first semester, understanding that while students may not yet feel substantively comfortable with the material, the students need to build their comfort level with giving peer feedback. The theory behind this approach is that after some time spent becoming comfortable with the critiquing process, they will also feel comfortable with the substance they are critiquing. Alternatively, one can wait until the students are comfortable with and understand the substance of the legal material and then have them begin peer review. With this background, we now shift our focus from the theoretical to the practical and our experience with cooperative and collaborative learning in our classrooms at Northwestern.
II. COOPERATIVE AND COLLABORATIVE EXERCISES AND HOW THEY PREPARE STUDENTS FOR GRADED COLLABORATIVE WRITING
In our CLR program, over the past two-to-three years we have increasingly incorporated cooperative and collaborative writing and exercises into our curriculum. We have done this for two reasons. First, Northwestern has been moving toward a more cooperative learning environment for the law school as a whole, to prepare students for the work environment they will face after graduation. Second, and even more important, experience has shown us that students cannot fully learn legal research, analysis, and writing by listening passively to lectures. While lectures can be useful ways to introduce many of the concepts we want students to learn, the students will fully internalize these important legal skills only with repeated practice on their own. Accordingly, many of us have replaced more and more of our lecturing with active learning activities, particularly cooperative and collaborative work. Because our class periods are ninety minutes long, we have time during most class periods to introduce concepts, allow student groups time to work together in class, and then come together as a class to discuss the results.
In this section, we describe how we have moved from theory to practice in our curriculum. Subsection A discusses issues a professor should consider in deciding how to introduce cooperative and collaborative work into the curriculum.
Subsection B discusses how we introduce cooperative and collaborative work to our students through classroom activities. Subsection C discusses how we then move group work outside of the classroom and grade some of this work. Section III addresses our use of graded collaborative writing.
For the authors, assigning graded collaborative writing is the natural culmination of all of the group work we have done both inside and outside of class up to that time. 66 Essentially, we start with cooperative work in class, then move to cooperative out-
A. Considerations in Assigning Cooperative and Collaborative Work
Professors need to consider a range of issues to implement effectively the theory of cooperative or collaborative learning in the classroom. 67 These include the development of the assignment, the appropriate time and method to introduce the concept of group work to the class, group size, group selection methods, the appropriate level of teacher intervention during group work, and assessment of group work.
Developing Group Assignments
The first step-which actually occurs before the start of the semester-is ensuring that the group assignments to be used, whether in class or outside of class, will work well in groups and within the curriculum. Because students working in groups ideally will advance farther in their understanding of an exercise presented to them, 68 that cooperative or collaborative assignment must be even more perfectly crafted than one that they will complete individually. Effective crafting of a group assignment requires vigilant assessment of the foundation, the process, and the ultimate goal of the exercise-essentially, the professor must think ahead more clearly and comprehensively than when crafting an individual assignment. In addition, the professor should plan for each group exercise to take longer than if individually completed.
69 The group will need additional time to consider and discuss the variety of alternatives that group members will raise. Finally, the teacher must consider what, if any, part of the exercise should be conducted outside class. For example, any lengthy reading should be completed before class. Students should become comfortable with group work as early in the school year as possible. For example, Professor Zimmerman explains to his students on the first day of fall term that his pedagogy includes a great deal of cooperative and collaborative work. Further, he explains how group work will enhance their law school experience, their individual understanding of the law, and their well being as law students. He also distributes a handout that summarizes the general theory behind group work. He does all of this to foster from the start a class atmosphere that is conducive to group work. 70 In addition, throughout the term we attempt to develop the class rapport, educate the students about cooperative and collaborative learning, 71 meet with our students, 72 remain flexible, 73 and understand the time demands inherent in group work. 
Methods for Choosing Student Groups
The next consideration is how to group the students for the exercise. Here, there are three choices: random selection, teacher selection, or self-selection. 75 In the Northwestern program, many of us prefer to allow students to self-select to maximize the benefit to group rapport (since we assume that they will choose to work with students whom they know, like, or believe that they can work 70 Professor Zimmerman believes that absent this effort, those students who have not had previous exposure to group work or who do not have a good understanding of why group work is beneficial might become skeptics of the pedagogy from the start and might be more likely to become slackers or otherwise struggle against the pedagogy as the semester progresses. For another experience addressing this issue in legal education, see Nim Razook, Some Order and Some Law: Cooperative Norms, Free Riders, and Bridge Burners in Student Teams, 47 J. Leg. Educ. 260 (1997) . 71 Rinehart, supra n. 31, at 221. 72 Kovac met weekly with his students to discuss his pedagogical tools. Kovac, supra n. 33, at 122. He learned from these student meetings that, in constructing his assignments for group work, he had eliminated more straightforward exercises that the students needed (particularly the "algorithmic learners," who are those students who need exercises that more directly apply to examinations). This student feedback enabled him to correct this mistake. Id. at 122-123. 73 Id. at 120. 74 Id.; Paulson, supra n. 33, at 1139 (it takes a great deal of class time). 75 Muir & Tracy, supra n. 38, at 35. Rinehart argues in favor of avoiding selfselection, to break up cliques, to remove peer pressure in selections, and to prevent default pairings (the necessity for the teacher to pair students who did not find a partner). Rinehart, supra n. 31, at 223. with). However, many of us also require students to choose new partners for each succeeding group assignment, to promote a greater breadth of interaction among students and to limit peer pressure in the selection process. Any method is pedagogically sound, with its respective advantages and disadvantages. Group size may vary with the nature of the assignment. Each CLR class at Northwestern has twenty-seven to twenty-nine students.
76 For a lengthy writing assignment, the group should be limited to a pair, although a trio is workable.
For research or citation exercises, we limit groups to four or five students. For in-class exercises, we aim for group size to be three to four.
Appropriate Teacher Intervention
Next, the teacher must consider how to facilitate the group work. For in-class work, facilitation involves deciding how much to intervene in the groups' activities. In using group work the professor shifts responsibility to the students and releases control.
77 Thus, the professor must decide how much latitude to give the student groups.
This question involves two considerations: whether to assign group roles 78 and whether to facilitate the group work actively or passively.
79
These considerations are matters of personal preference and pedagogical needs. For example, the professor may know that some groups need more direction or that the assignment requires that students quickly realize a particular point, both of which necessitate some form of professorial intervention to keep the groups on task. This consideration is counterbalanced by our knowledge that merely visiting a group can silence the conversation as the students immediately tend to look to the professor for direction or guidance. 76 Our director has about sixteen students in her class, to allow her additional time for program administration. 77 Rinehart, supra n. 31, at 217. 78 Kovac, supra n. 33, at 121; Rinehart, supra n. 31, at 224 (both favoring the rotation of roles). Kovac talks about assigning a manager (to keep the group on task), a reporter (to prepare written results), a spokesperson (to present the results), and a strategic analyst (to assure participation and understanding of all group members, and to identify problems and need for improvement). Kovac, supra n. 33, at 121. There is some disagreement over changing the group membership. See Zimmerman, supra n. 1, at 1014-1015; compare Muir & Tracy, supra n. 38, at 35 (favors changing roles after assessment) with Rinehart, supra n. 31, at 223 (maintain same groups).
79 Rinehart, supra n. 31, at 224 (active); Zimmerman, supra n. 1, at 1014-1015.
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Methods of Assessing Group Work
While much group work in our course is in-class and ungraded, some collaborative work done outside of class is graded. 80 Thus, an additional consideration is whether and how to assess the group work. Here, the choices include whether the assignment is graded or ungraded; if graded then what percentage weight should be given to that assignment; 81 if graded and there is a curve, how the elimination of lower quality work will affect efforts to comply with the curve; 82 and whether the professor or the 80 We tend not to grade cooperative work early in the semester, to establish foundation and comfort in practical skills without consequences. As the semester progresses and the work advances, we grade the larger, written assignments, such as the office memorandum and the appellate brief. Determinations about grading or not, and about how to grade, are beyond the scope of this article. 81 Kovac, supra n. 33, at 121 (out-of-class group work, in-class exams individual) see infra n. 91 and accompanying text; Rinehart, supra n. 31, at 224 (group work -twenty percent, individual work -eighty percent).
82 Having a curve places competitive pressure on the assignment. Kovac, supra n. 33, at 120; Paulson, supra n. 33, at 1137.
At Northwestern, we are not required to follow strictly a curve in assigning grades. The law school curve is mandatory -for semester grades -for classes of forty or more students. As noted above, our CLR classes usually have twenty-seven to twenty-nine students, so we are encouraged to follow the curve, but not required to assign strict percentages of each grade. In practice, we follow the curve to a large extent (and most of us have found that the grades students "deserve" largely do fall naturally into the curve), but use our discretion to deviate from it where merited.
The need for strict compliance with a curve presents unique issues with respect to graded cooperative and collaborative work in legal writing courses. As the theory sets forth and we have experienced, group work increases the quality of the final student product and effectively eliminates the weakest papers. See infra § III(C). Thus, teachers who use group work and must apply a curve will face the quandary of how to comply with the curve and not punish students whose work legitimately has improved beyond the bottom of the curve. For example, if you have a curve that requires you to give a certain percentage of "C"s, or you must give some "C"s in order to give any "A"s and your "C-worthy" papers are no longer present or are far fewer in number as a result of group work, then you will only be able to comply with the curve by giving the lowest papers (albeit ones that do not objectively deserve the grade) Cs. students will assess the contribution of other members of the group.
83
In addition to assessing the students' product, the professor will want to assess the success of the learning process that occurred during the group work. The professor should debrief the class as a whole after the group assignment to bring everyone to the same level of understanding before the class moves on.
Improving Group Assignments for Future Use
Finally, every group assignment can be tweaked for the next use.
The need for adaptation of assignments and of the assignment process itself is inherent in using group work. 84 The professor must review the process with a critical eye toward improvement next time. 85 The purpose of the preparation described in this section is to give students the context for their out-of-class collaborative written work to be done later in the semester. All of the in-class cooperative and collaborative work is vital preparation for out-of-class work to be done collaboratively.
An alternative at such schools would be to discuss with your administration that, where professors believe that particular student work is of sufficiently high quality, this should justify exception from, or non-compliance with, the curve. While some may argue that this is "grade inflation," the theory and our experience indicate, rather, that this is the by-product of good, sound, and successful teaching that justifies rewarding improvement in performance.
Of course, even with administration backing, CLR professors should (and no doubt will) be careful to give a grade distribution above the curve only in cases in which the student work truly merits it and not for political reasons or in an attempt to please students. For a discussion of academically unjustified practices of assigning high grades based on considerations other than merit, see generally Peter Sacks, Generation X Goes to College (Cams 1996) . 83 Kovac, supra n. 33, at 121 (teaching assistant assessed group work and added points if group worked well together).
84 "Continual revision and invention is necessary to make collaboration genuine. For me, the temptation to get the collaborative version 'in the can' is just as great as the desire to have beautifully organized and comprehensive lecture notes." Rinehart, supra n. 31, at 226 (constant adaptation); see Paulson, supra n. 33, at 1139 (adapt slowly). 85 
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B. Implementing In-Class Cooperative and Collaborative Work
At Northwestern, in-class cooperative and collaborative exercises give students many opportunities, from early in the semester, to analyze legal materials and apply them to fact scenarios in an active way, rather than attempt to learn legal analysis and writing merely by having someone tell them how to do it. These exercises also get students accustomed, from early in the semester, to working with partners, to writing collaboratively with other people, and to seeing perspectives beyond their own. We have found that these experiences prepare students well for the graded collaborative work that we ask them to do outside of class. Having done in-class cooperative work, they are comfortable working with others and integrating their ideas with the ideas of others.
For example, Professor Inglehart has students start in-class group writing and oral presentation exercises beginning the first week of class in fall semester and tries to make such group work a part of nearly all of her classes. For most class meetings, she assigns the relevant portion of our legal writing or research texts before class. In addition, she sometimes gives the students short cases and/or fact scenarios to read and prepare before the class meets. She begins class by lecturing briefly on some of the more complex points, then may lead the class through verbally answering some of the exercises in the text, and then usually assigns some kind of writing or oral argument exercise for students to work on in small groups. The groups usually are given about thirty minutes to work together, and the class then comes back together either for oral presentations from each group or to examine (by viewing on a screen) and discuss the product that each group has written.
The specific in-class exercises include the following types: 1) students are given a case, asked to write a case brief, and then are questioned on the case; 2) students are given a fact scenario and several short case blurbs and/or descriptions of relevant statutes and are assigned to prepare a short oral argument for one of the sides; 3) students are asked to reorganize and rewrite a poorly organized and incomplete discussion section of a memo; or 4) students are asked to write a Question Presented, Statement of Facts, or portion of a memo's Discussion section based on a fact scenario and case and/or statutory materials. All of these in-class cooperative exercises prepare students for out-of-class collaborative work.
C. The Next Step: Collaborative Citation and Research Exercises Outside Class
At Northwestern, we have found over the past year or two that citation and legal research skills are excellent candidates for group learning. Once our students have become accustomed to group work in class, we give them their first graded collaborative assignment: a citation exercise. 86 We use the ALWD Citation Manual for legal citation. 87 To teach citation, we ask them to read the ALWD Manual before class and we then teach a lecture class using a PowerPoint presentation to explain the key citation rules and to highlight the most often-used portions of the ALWD Manual.
We then assign them a graded exercise in which they have to correct a series of incorrect citation sentences. They work in groups of three or four students on this graded exercise.
88
As for research, in Fall 2001 after introducing the major research sources via the textbook and lecture, we had students work in groups of three or four to complete research exercises using the digests, treatises, Shepard's, law reviews, encyclopedias, and other manual research sources. In the 2001-2002 school year, we used the Kunz 89 research text, which, like many research texts, has extensive hands-on research exercises. While the student groups were working on the Kunz research exercises, we held some classes in the library so that each CLR professor could help the groups in his or her class use the sources to complete the exercises. 90 We have found that this active learning approach is 86 We also assign research exercises to be done in groups. an effective way to help students become comfortable with using the research sources. The students are then prepared to research independently, with little professor assistance, for their open research memo problem. In assigning the Kunz exercises, some CLR professors instructed the student groups not to split up the research problems, but to work through every question as a group; other professors did not require group work on every question. The professors who required students to work through each problem together found that the class as a whole gained a better understanding of how to use the research sources. In groups where students split the work, students tended (not surprisingly) to learn to use only the sources for which they had personally done the problems. Professor Zimmerman required those students in his class who divided the research then to regroup and teach each other the research process that they personally had completed. The results of this were quite positive.
In the end, our collective experience has borne out that our students progress extremely well on the learning curve as a result of this group work. While it is more difficult to assess whether students who collaborated learned as much or more than students who did not, we found that students who did collaborate learned the relevant skills and material as well if not better than first year students in the past. Our assessment is based on the students' apparent depth of understanding, breadth of comprehension, and level of comfort with the skills learned. Our resulting confidence with the pedagogy led us naturally to attempt graded collaborative writing.
III. EXPERIENCE WITH GRADED COLLABORATIVE WRITING AT NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
Our experience with collaborative writing is best understood in the context of the assignment (Subsection A), how we prepared our students to work together (Subsection B), our personal assessment of the process (Subsection C), and our students' assessment of the process (Section IV).
2003] From Cooperative Learning to Collaborative Writing
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A. The Task
Graded collaborative writing has become a significant component of our CLR course at Northwestern over the past two years. Various CLR faculty members assign collaborative work that constitutes from ten to fifty percent of the students' final grade, depending on the CLR section. During the 2000-2001 year, those professors who assigned graded collaborative writing had students rewrite their closed memorandum collaboratively during the fall term; 91 during spring term they had students research and write collaboratively a short portion of the Argument section of an appellate brief. During the 2001-2002 year, in fall term most of us assigned students to research and write the first graded draft of their open research memorandum collaboratively. Each student then individually rewrote the open memo. During Spring 2002, most of us assigned students to write collaboratively an appellate brief for the appellant's side. Each student then wrote the appellee's brief in the same case individually. Students wrote the collaborative papers in teams of two (or a few groups of three, in classes with an odd number of students). Most CLR professors allowed students to choose their own partners, requiring that the partner pairings be reported to the professor by a certain date. Any students in the class who did not choose a partner were then assigned to each other.
B. Preparing Students to Write Collaboratively for a Grade
Each CLR professor took several steps to prepare students to write collaboratively. First, students participated in frequent inclass cooperative and collaborative work, described in Section 11(B). We found that these in-class exercises gave students the context for how to work together effectively and were a critical step in preparing them to write together outside of class. Second, as described in Section 11(C), we assigned students to work collaboratively on graded citation and ungraded research exercises, which further acclimated them to the give and take of collaborative work. 92 91 Those CLR professors who did not make the closed memo rewrite a collaborative assignment in Fall 2000 had their students do all of their graded assignments individually that term. 92 We encourage our students to come to us with any inter-partner issues. We also try to discern, during meetings with students, any potential issues between partners. Thus far,
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Third, in addition to the normal level of in-class group work and before students began working together on a collaborative paper, many of us set aside class time (up to a full ninety-minute class period) to discuss issues unique to writing together. In this class session, we went into greater depth explaining the theory behind the collaborative pedagogy and its benefits. We also discussed the difficulties that the students might encounter and gave them concrete suggestions on how to avoid the common pitfalls.
The CLR faculty even created (collaboratively!) a document that we distributed to students outlining some of the common concerns about collaborative writing and suggestions for completing the project successfully.
Fourth, some of us invited former students to class to discuss their experience with collaborative writing. Professor Narko invited the two former students described at the beginning of this Article, who had worked together very well.
Without any prompting from her, these former students reinforced the points that she had sought to impart over the entire semester, such as the benefits of working together on all parts of the project rather than dividing the research and writing. The current students found these peer comments quite persuasive. 93 Similarly, in Professor Zimmerman's class, two former students who had written together came to class to discuss their perspective on the experience. They started by discussing the range of potential approaches to writing together. This spectrum includes, at one end, the divide-and-conquer approach in which the students actually divide the writing in half, then continually trade and edit the piece until it is one cohesive, single-style work. At the other extreme, which was the method this pair of students used, the writers sit down together (at a word processor) and write every word, sentence, and paragraph together, stopping to discuss any and all questions and disagreements as they go. Professor Zimmerman's former students reported that they found that this latter approach, while daunting in terms of the time and patience necessary, usually yielded the strongest output. In sum, the students discussed the pros and cons of each approach, why they chose their course, and how some of their classmates who chose other methods fared.
Further, they stressed to the student we have been able to satisfactorily address all concerns. 93 In student-teacher conferences, students reported that they actually adopted methods described in this class session.
audience the need to start working on the project as early as possible because collaborative writing takes more time than they probably would anticipate based on writing individually. These preparations for the collaborative project worked very well in getting the students into the proper frame of mind to write together.
One point that should be highlighted is that our students who collaboratively wrote the first graded draft of a memo or brief (as assigned in the 2001-2002 school year) had a better experience than our students who collaboratively RE-wrote a memo for which each student had already individually written a first draft (as assigned in the 2000-2001 school year). Initially it might appear that students would perform better on a rewrite because they would have already devoted considerable time and thought to the topic and could then concentrate more on the collaborative writing process. In practice, however, collaborating on the closed memo rewrite in Fall 2000 created significant tension for some teams. With the collaborative rewrite assignment, many students reported more frustration in working together and more difficulty in arriving at a mutually satisfactory product. Most students felt that this stemmed from the fact that, having already submitted a full draft of the memo, they were quite emotionally invested in the reasoning, result, organization, and style reflected in that personal draft, and therefore found it difficult to compromise in preparing the rewrite where their ideas clashed with those of their partner. This difficulty was exacerbated if one person had received a significantly higher grade on the first memo than his or her partner. The students also found it difficult to decide whether to try to meld the two existing memos or to try to write a new "joint" memo from scratch.
By contrast, when students were assigned to research and write collaboratively the first graded draft of a memo or brief, they found that they entered the process without loyalty to their own already formed ideas and that they therefore could readily work together to identify the issues and the relevant law and to write a memo that reflected the understanding of the law and facts that they had reached together. They were able to remain open to the input of their partners, because that input came as each student's own ideas about the issues were still forming. Overall, then, students reported more positive experiences when they created the first graded draft of a memo or brief together, rather than a graded rewrite.
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C. Faculty Perspective on Graded Collaborative Writing
In general, we were very pleased with the results of our students' collaborative written assignments. Particularly on the assignments in which the students researched and wrote the first draft collaboratively, we felt that working with another person had a number of advantages for the students' writing process. They tended to get started earlier on researching and writing the assignments. Working together, they were able to fill in holes in each other's research abilities. Because the final written product had to satisfy both of them, they had to put more thought into justifying their analysis, and their analysis tended to become more thoughtful and sophisticated as a result of discussing it at length with each other. They also acted as editors to improve each other's writing and as proofreaders to eliminate typos. As a result, their joint written products were, on average, better than their individually written products.
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Perhaps the most remarkable result was the disappearance of the lowest grades in the class. 95 Through the group writing process, the weaknesses that typically pervade the weakest papers were addressed and corrected. Best of all, the students reported that they felt that they had learned a great deal from each other; they felt that the presence of an additional viewpoint helped them to see perspectives that they would not have come up with on their own and helped them to understand the legal analysis better than they would have working on their own.
Overall, then, these collaborative research and writing projects have helped the students to learn more about legal analysis and legal writing than they would have learned on their own. Further, the collaborative work has helped them to develop the general skill of working together with professional colleagues, which they will be called upon to do in some (though perhaps not an identical) manner in law practice. Based on the research supporting cooperative and collaborative work, this experience should advance our students' learning preparing them better for future learning, whether in a similar or different classroom, in a firm, or in a courtroom.
IV. THE STUDENT SURVEY
Following the collaborative writing of the open research memo in Fall 2001, five of the CLR professors at Northwestern decided to survey our students to understand better what they thought about writing together and how we might be able to improve the experience next time. 96 We crafted a survey with open-ended questions (to which students were invited to respond in essay form) in an effort to learn their feelings about the experience without imposing our own predeterminations on their thought process in responding. We asked the students to answer the survey immediately after they had submitted the open research memo assignment.
Section IV describes the survey process and the results. The survey results included the students' discussion of their expectations before embarking on their first graded collaborative writing assignment, whether their expectations were met, their work methods, and their suggested changes for future collaborative writing assignments. 96 Some of us offered our students credit of up to five percent of their term grade in CLR for answering the survey. In classes with letter grading, students were told that they would receive an "A" on their survey answers regardless of the content of their answers, if their responses reflected a good faith effort to provide thoughtful answers to the survey questions. (We told students that we felt that thoughtful answers to the three survey questions would require writing a total of at least two to three pages). If a student did not answer the survey or if the student's answers were not thorough enough to merit an "A," response to the survey would not be considered at all in determining that student's term grade. In these sections, every student who answered the survey did so thoughtfully and received an "A" for his or her response.
In classes with numerical grading, students were given one (1) point of extra credit for each question to which they made a good faith effort to provide a thoughtful response. In these classes, students did receive a range of credit for their survey responses.
The survey was distributed in five of our eight CLR sections (to a total of 128 students), and ninety-two students submitted written responses.
While this data collection method utilized a reward, we did so in an effort to ensure a good response rate. To ensure untainted data, we assured students that the content of their answers would not affect their grade on the survey. The student responses to this question naturally fell into one of four areas: negative expectations, negative expectations met, positive expectations, and positive expectations met.
The second question sought to learn about the students' collaborative experience in specific stages in the writing process and how effective students found this to be. Thus, the second question asked as follows:
2. Identify which of the following types of collaborative activities you and your Memo Three partner(s) used. For each one you used, evaluate how it worked, including whether and to what extent it worked well or not so well. Here, the answers naturally fell into the general categories of whether each stage was done collaboratively and whether the students perceived collaboration at that stage as effective.
The final survey question sought opinions about how we as teachers could improve the use of collaborative writing in the curriculum. Thus, we asked the students this question: 3. As you know, the law school is very committed to encouraging teamwork for a variety of reasons, including the hope that this will give our students a competitive edge in the job market. We want this course to complement that mission, but we also want this course's collaborative experiences to foster a sense of pride and accomplishment. Based on your experience working on this collaborative memo, identify four (4) to six (6) recommendations as to how to make the process work as well as possible if we assign collaborative papers again in the future. Please be sure to explain why you are making these recommendations.
As noted above, the question format was open-ended to ensure that the results were not predetermined.
The survey was distributed in five of the eight CLR sections 97 (four sections of twenty-seven to twenty-nine students and one section of sixteen students), and yielded a total of ninety-two responses.
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B. The Survey Results
The most useful results of the survey were, first, the students' comments on their main positive and negative expectations for researching and writing a memo collaboratively and whether those expectations were met, and second, the students' comments on which particular activities the student teams actually did collaboratively while working on their memoranda, and which of those activities they found effective or ineffective.
We also considered the students' recommendations for administering future collaborative writing assignments (see infra § IV(C)). 97 Graded written collaboration took place only in these sections. 98 To code these responses, one of the Authors read through a sample of responses and established a set of answer codes for each question. Then, using another sampling of responses, the three Authors each separately read the responses and coded the results. We three then compared our coding to assess both the consistency of our coding and the reliability of the coding categories. After some adjustments to the answer codes, we delivered the ninety-two survey responses to the CLR research assistant, a third-year student, who coded all ninety-two responses according to the codes we had established and tabulated the results. The three Authors then examined the results, double-checked the coded responses where the answers appeared unexpected, and double-checked a random selection of the coded responses to ensure the accuracy of our coding. Once satisfied with the accuracy of the results, we examined them for their significance.
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Positive and Negative Expectations and Expectations Met
The following charts (in Figure 2) show the students' main positive and negative expectations before doing the collaborative open research memo in fall 2001" and the main positive and negative expectations they reported actually were met by the process. We included in these charts any expectations mentioned by ten percent or more of the ninety-two students who answered the survey. 
Main Positive Expectations Met
Engaged in healthy/helpful disagreement/ debate/brainstorming 33% Good rapport with partner 28% Less able to procrastinate/kept to schedule 26% Never felt frustrated 25% Rewarding/positive writing process 21% Better research than individual research product 15% Saw different (partner's) approach 13% Considered new ideas 12% Better final product than individual product 11%
We were pleasantly surprised by these results, as they indicated in several ways that most students found the collaborative memo process to be more positive, less negative, and more useful than they had expected to before beginning the project. First, there were about an equal number of categories of negative and positive expectations felt by at least ten percent of responding students before they actually did the collaborative memo assignment.
However, after they had finished the assignment, the students expressed only three categories of negative expectations actually met, as compared to nine categories of positive expectations actually met, at or above the ten percent level. Second, the categories of negative expectations met were, for the most part, felt by fewer students than the categories of positive expectations met. That is, while only one category of negative expectations met ("hard to write together") was raised by more than twenty percent of the students, five categories of positive expectations met were raised by more than twenty percent of the students.
Moreover-and perhaps most importantly-even the main negative expectations met did not seem, for the most part, to be directed to the students' perceptions of the value of researching and writing collaboratively. The top two ("hard to write together" and "took a lot of time") are characteristic of the task and pedagogy, but do not suggest that the students did not find the collaborative assignment to be a good learning experience or to result in better understanding of the issues or a better memo.
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To the contrary, in many positive categories students reported that they felt that the collaborative process helped them to engage in beneficial debate or brainstorming (thirty-three percent), that the collaborative process made them less able to procrastinate in preparing the memo (twenty-six percent), that they found the writing process rewarding or positive (twenty-one percent), that their collaborative research product was better than their individual research product would have been (fifteen percent), that the collaborative process helped them to consider new ideas (twelve percent), and/or that they felt they reached a better final written product than they would have if working individually (eleven percent), all of which are core tasks or skills that we seek to teach in our CLR course. Finally, before beginning the project twenty-two percent of the students worried that there would be a free rider problem with their partner. In the end, ten percent of the students reported that they felt their "partner did not do enough." A comparison of these results can lead to several different interpretations depending on one's view of the similarity between the two response categories. The first interpretation assumes that this latter ten percent figure similarly reflects the free rider or slacker concern. In this instance, and quite positively, fewer than half of those students who had feared being paired with a free rider saw that negative expectation come to fruition.
A second, and alternative, explanation is that not all of the responses within the ten percent figure uniformly reflect the free rider concern. As articulated by the students, the initial fear of a free rider problem that students felt before doing the project encompassed a concern not only that there would be an unequal distribution of the workload, but also that this distribution would be unfair. For instance, one student reported, "These group projects [done by the student in high school and college] were the unfortunate byproducts of teachers who seemed to think their methods were forward-looking, where in reality they provided a straightforward method for the laziest of us to coast on the labors of the most industrious of us."
101 Certainly, the majority of the ten predetermined answers to choose from on the survey, but could give any responses they wished. 101 Other responses expressing concern (before beginning the project) about free riders also expressed this in terms of unfairness: "I am usually wary of doing group assignments, because it is difficult to get everyone together at the same time and because group members often do not do their fair share of the work."; "My expectations about working on this percent who felt after the assignment that their partners did not do enough articulated a concern regarding unfairness.
102 However, some of those students who actually reported (after finishing the assignment) that their partner did not do enough work perceived an inequality, but did not mention any unfairness.
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The difficulties these students reported seemed to focus more on an unequal distribution of work and not so much on perceived unfairness of that unequal distribution. Other examples involved more of a clash of writing styles when one person did a great deal of work first because that was that person's approach and the other partner did more work later for the same reason. For instance, one student stated that because his "team member refused to outline or go over the details of the paper before writing," they had difficulty making their paper "read as if it was written by one author." In this alternative reading, the "partner did not do enough" negative expectation met was not consistently a concern over a free rider problem, but at times was a reflection of the difficulties of working with another, an articulation of how work progresses when the partners have different strengths, or a reflection of the fact that the work did not neatly divide into two equal halves for each partner.
collaborative assignment can be summarized by one word-misgivings. . . . The individual" grade depends in some measure on the performance and commitment of other people which has always raised issues of fairness to me."; "[M]y experience had always been that one person always pulled weight in the groups and others did not take it as seriously"; and "I was concerned that there would be an unequal distribution of work with an unfair burden left for me."
102 Responses expressing a concern about unfairness included the following: "I felt that I did most of the work on the project and that the quality of my partner's work was not on the same level as mine. I did not feel supported by my partner. ... I would have planned this project, my studies, and my extracurricular activities differently if I had known that I had to significantly compensate for my partner's portion of the assignment."; "I did not have any concerns at first, however, as the deadline approached and I had done a very large amount of the work, I became concerned and frustrated. Although we both agreed on which position to take, I was very concerned that I had spent much more time thinking about our position and developing the arguments to fruition, while my partner did nothing." For a discussion of ways that perceptions of unfair distribution of work can be addressed, see infra § V.
103 For example, one student said the following [in the context of difficulty coordinating schedules due to midterms and the fact that one partner was a commuter]:
The workload, by the end of the paper, was not equally distributed, resulting in some members doing more substantive work on the memo than others. I don't think that the team "jelled" the same way that we did in the Kunz Research Exercise or the Citation Exercise. Perhaps the amount of work, the amount of time, and the larger percentage of the class grade made Memo Three more important in the eyes of the team, resulting in a more professional attitude between members. In the end, I'm grateful for the experience in the [sic] working with others on Memo Three.
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Regardless of the interpretation, less than half of the number of students who had feared having a free-rider problem expressed any feeling of unfairness of workload in the end. After finishing the project, ninety percent of the students expressed no problem with the amount of work performed by their partner. We anticipate that the ninety percent figure will increase as we finetune our teaching of collaborative writing.
Students' Perceptions of Collaborative Activities Performed and Their Effectiveness
The second question in our survey listed a number of activities and asked students to comment on which particular activities they did collaboratively with their partners and which of these activities they thought were effective or ineffective. The results are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 indicates the percentage of students who said that they and their partner did each particular activity collaboratively and out of that population of students, the percentage who reported that they found doing that activity collaboratively to be effective, the percentage who found it ineffective, and the percentage who did not comment on its effectiveness. The activities that the largest number of students said they did collaboratively were research (ninety-one percent), writing (eighty-seven percent), editing (eighty-three percent), conferencing with the professor (eighty percent), and brainstorming (seventytwo percent). Other activities that the students said they did collaboratively included rewriting (seventy-one percent), proofreading (sixty-five percent), strategizing (sixty-one percent), and outlining (thirty-two percent). The low percentage of students who reported that they outlined together may be relatively insignificant because many students have reported to us that they do not outline at all (whether working alone or collaboratively) when writing papers. As a result, the pair may not have outlined collaboratively, even if one student in the pair did so alone.
FIGURE 3 Perceived Efficacy Of Group Activities
In terms of effectiveness, the highest percentage of respondents (ninety-two percent) reported that they found conferencing with the professor collaboratively to be effective, followed by brainstorming (eight-two percent), proofreading (seventy-two percent), strategizing (sixty-eight percent), rewriting (sixty-five percent), editing (sixty-three percent), research (sixty percent), outlining (fifty-two percent), and writing (forty-three percent). In fact, more students may have found the listed activities to be effective than the numbers suggest, as many students said that they did an activity collaboratively but then did not comment on whether they found it effective or not.
These results lend themselves to several explanations. One explanation of these results is that the collaborative tasks that students identified as most effective are those, such as research and conferencing with the professor, that are easy to do in groups. By contrast, those collaborative activities that students saw as less effective are those (most notably, writing) that tend by nature to be more difficult to do in groups. These numbers then tell us where the students need more support from faculty in working together.
Another way to read the numbers is to examine the influence of the professor's guidance throughout the process. A perusal of the results shows that students perceived group work on the initial stages of the project (such as brainstorming, at eight-two percent) as being quite effective. However, from there the steps that occurred next chronologically in the process (strategizing, researching, and outlining) were perceived as increasingly less effective when done collaboratively.
The level of perceived effectiveness did not increase again until after the mandatory group conference where the professor's feedback and direction apparently reinvigorated the group to act as one, and the perceived effectiveness of the subsequent steps (editing, rewriting,
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C. The Students' Suggestions for Change
As part of the survey, we solicited suggestions for ways to improve the collaborative writing assignments. The majority of the suggestions focused on requests that their professor provide more guidance to students through teacher conferences, guidance in how to work collaboratively, and guidance on how to choose a partner. Many students suggested that the professor play a greater role in the process.
The single most common suggestion was for professors to have more group conferences. Students suggested adding an additional group conference later in the collaborative process to update the professor on their progress and to receive suggestions and clarification from the professor. Students also suggested that additional conferences would help resolve conflicts within groups and motivate them to start their work earlier. On a related note, many students also suggested that the professor set more interim deadlines. Students said they would find it helpful to know when they should complete their research, outline, and/or a first draft. Some students believed interim deadlines would decrease stress, impose a schedule, and help even out the workload among group members. Some students suggested that the students themselves should agree on and submit their own timeline for tasks. They believed that such a process would force each group to establish its own goals for the project and would ensure that the group 104 rphg group conferences were held for twenty to thirty minutes each. By necessity, due to schedule constraints, the conferences were held over at least a week-long period. The students' perceived effectiveness of their group's conference and of the activities that they did immediately before and after their conference therefore may have been affected by when their conference occurred in relation to where they were in the research and writing process.
One way to deal with this differential might be to have two group conferences for each group and to direct students as to which activity they should be doing at the time of each conference (for example, brainstorming issues at the time of the first conference and writing at the time of the second conference). Prof. Zimmerman took this approach in Spring 2002. considered time management issues. Students also suggested mandatory outlines or mandatory library research sessions.
Many students also requested more guidance on how to work collaboratively and how to overcome problems that might arise. They suggested that the professor discuss in detail the goals of collaborative work early on in the semester. Some students felt that they needed a clearer understanding of the objectives of collaborative work before writing together. Others stated that the professor should spend more time before the assignment discussing potential problems the teams might have and how students could resolve these in an efficient manner. Students also suggested that the professor direct students not to divide the memo writing by legal issue, as students had to rewrite both issues individually for the subsequent assignment.
Suggestions on how best to choose partners for assignments ranged from allowing students to choose their own partners without restriction to allowing students to review potential partners' written work before making a selection. Others suggested that all partner assignments be random. These divergent suggestions reflected various concerns. Students who sought more information about potential partners and more control over partner choice generally also expressed concern that their partners would be incompatible in some way. They wanted some sort of safety valve to avoid free riders. Those who suggested random pairings did so because they sought a more realistic experience. In the workplace, they reasoned, they would have no choice in their assigned co-workers, and yet they would have to learn how to create a high quality product together. These opposing views on this topic may reflect the diversity of age and work experience within the first-year class.
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Some students also suggested modifying the collaborative element of the assignment by requiring students to research and outline a memorandum together but to write individually. Other students suggested that at the end of the project, students assess each other in how well each worked within the group. 106 These 105 The first year class entering Northwestern in Fall 2001 ranged in age from twenty to forty years old, with an average age of twenty-five. Eighty-six percent had at least one year of work experience before entering law school, sixty-three percent had at least two years of work experience, and forty-two percent had at least three years of work experience. Statistics on file with Northwestern University School of Law admissions office. 106 Some also suggested that part of each individual's grade be based in part on this peer assessment.
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V. IMPLEMENTATION OF CHANGES
As we stated earlier, one key to using cooperative and collaborative pedagogy is being open and flexible about making changes with each iteration or permutation of the assignment. We have been true to this guideline in several respects as a result of the students' comments in their surveys and of our own observations:
by changing the fall collaborative writing assignment, changing the number of conferences, modifying methods of choosing partners, and providing written guidelines for collaborative work in Spring 2002.
A. From Collaborative Graded Rewrite to Collaborative Graded First Draft
All of us changed the fall collaborative writing assignment from the closed memo rewrite (in 2000) to the open memo first draft (in 2001). Our justification was twofold: first, that the students had not yet had enough law school experience to benefit from working collaboratively at the point when the closed memo is due, fairly early in fall term, 107 and second, that trying to rewrite a document from two individually authored first drafts did not achieve our goal of writing in unison. For example, on the closed memo rewrite, some groups merely used the draft with the higher grade and revised that document to strengthen it. Therefore, in Fall 2001 we instead assigned students to research and write collaboratively the first, graded draft of their open research memo, and we were satisfied with this change (see supra § III (A)-(B) ).
B. Conferences and Other Pacing Mechanisms.
A crucial component of collaborative writing is the studentfaculty conference. Based on student input discussed in Section IV, many of us instituted or increased the number of mandatory See supra n. 8 (describing assignments in our program).
conferences for each team. Several CLR professors in our program added a second group conference during the process of the collaboratively written appellant's brief in Spring 2002. This sensible addition allowed the student pairs additional consultation time at one of two key times in the writing process (as opposed to just one). The additional teacher time required to hold thirteen or fourteen additional twenty-to thirty-minute conferences was well worth the added comfort to the students. Their unsolicited positive feedback on this underscored its importance to them as well.
For example, Professor Zimmerman met with each group twice in Spring 2002 while they were collaboratively writing the appellant's brief: once while they were brainstorming and once while they were writing. He found that this conference schedule kept the students on task for a demanding assignment better than any other mechanism he had used.
Professor Narko changed from individual student conferences in Fall 2001 to group conferences in Spring 2002, in response to student suggestions in the Fall 2001 survey. Each team had to meet with her to report its progress after the team had completed its research and was beginning to draft its brief. Students found this to be more efficient than individual conferences, avoiding the necessity of relaying information to their partners second-hand. Also, students reported that the group conference increased accountability of partners and decreased cases of uneven effort. With both students in front of the desk, there was no blaming the other person for work not completed. Professor Narko also scheduled individual conferences on request.
With regard to group conferences, Professor Inglehart did not make any changes from fall to spring semester. In both semesters, she required each team to meet with her for one thirty-minute conference during the course of the team's work on the collaborative assignment.
108 These conferences were held at about the time the groups were finishing their research and completing their outlines. Her course evaluations for fall semester (which she did not receive until well into spring semester) showed that most students found these group conferences very helpful as a means of feedback and keeping the team on track in terms of doing relevant research and identifying relevant legal issues to be discussed. In
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The Journal of the Legal Writing Institute [9 fact, many students commented in their evaluations that they felt that the group conferences were the most useful activity in the process of this collaborative assignment, and many commented that they would like to have two required group conferences while working on the assignment, one near the beginning of the process and one half to two thirds of the way through. Although Professor Inglehart received this feedback too late to implement the "mandatory two conferences" suggestion for the spring semester collaborative assignment, she plans to implement it for the next collaborative assignment in her class. In addition to their suggestion of multiple conferences, students also suggested that the CLR professors institute other pacing mechanisms such as assigning interim deadlines. Many of us already had one or more pacing mechanisms in place, such as requiring groups to submit ungraded research logs and/or outlines, setting suggested dates for completion of a first draft, or holding class time as a research session in the library. Many of us at Northwestern may implement these other types of pacing mechanisms for future collaborative writing assignments. However, most of us have also found that conferences themselves are the most important pacing mechanism.
C Partners
Northwestern CLR professors use various methods in matching our students with partners for collaborative assignments. Most of us let students choose their own partners, and others of us randomly assign partners to our students. In response to certain suggestions made in our student surveys regarding choosing partners (see supra § IV(C)), we considered appropriate methods of assigning partners. None of us has decided to let students view each other's work before choosing partners, and despite some students' desire to choose partners without restrictions, some of us have retained some restrictions, such as requiring students to choose new partners second semester.
For example, in Fall 2001, Professor Inglehart allowed students to choose their own partners. At the end of the semester, she asked the class whether they wanted to chose their own partners for collaborative work the following semester. All but one student-who said he did not know many of his classmates very well-emphatically requested that they be allowed to choose their own partners again in spring semester. They felt that by being allowed to choose their own partners, they were able to work with other students whose schedules were similar to their own and with whom they felt a sufficient rapport to enable a good working relationship. Because of the strong student response on this issue, Professor Inglehart maintained the policy of allowing them to choose their own partners for the second semester, and felt that this worked out well both semesters. She did require that for second semester they work with a different partner than first semester, to prevent any actual or perceived advantage that might arise if students who had built a good working relationship on the fall term collaborative assignment were allowed to partner again.
D. Written Guidance on Collaboration
In response to students' requests for more guidance on the collaborative writing process, our CLR faculty created written guidelines 109 for students on how to research and write together and how to work through potential problems. This document took into account the survey responses and included sections on choosing partners, managing students' time, coordinating and allocating tasks, conferencing with the professor, and resolving conflicts with one's partner. It also covered in detail various options for the actual writing process. We gave this document to students at the beginning of second semester, as they were beginning to research and write their collaborative brief for appellant. In the Fall 2002, we will give this document to our students as we prepare them for their collaboratively written memorandum.
VI. CONCLUSION
In teaching legal writing at Northwestern, the Authors' experience demonstrates that cooperative and collaborative inclass work logically complements the subject matter, our teaching styles, our relationships with our students, and our classroom setting.
Once the Northwestern CLR faculty had become comfortable with in-class group work, graded collaborative writing seemed a natural, complementary step in our pedagogical
